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Introduction 
 
The locations at which natural history museum specimens were collected 
(‘localities’) can be visualized using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology 
when explicit and standardized references to geospatial locations are available. Below we 
describe a database support tool which automates the association of localities with 
explicit geospatial coordinates for named places included in an electronic gazetteer.  The 
tool furthermore facilitates simple manual review and correction of results. 
 
 
Description of Database Support Tool 
 
A locality consists of a string of text which may include one or more place names 
that also appear as entries in a gazetteer. The database support tool we developed links a 
set of specimen localities with entries from an electronic gazetteer.  In our work we used 
the Geographic Names Information System or GNIS (U.S. Geological Survey 1981) but 
other gazetteers could be used as well. The database software programmed for the 
purpose was 4D (4th Dimension, San Jose, CA). It was customized to permit a 
combination of automated and manual matching of each specimen locality with place 
name(s) for the relevant county in the reference gazetteer. 
Scripts that run from within the application find any matches in the reference 
database, using a simple system of pattern matching. Each entry in the GNIS for the 
county listed for a particular specimen is compared with the locality itself, and if any 
string of text in the locality description exactly matches a given entry in the GNIS, that 
entry is flagged as a potential match. Following this automated candidate match selection, 
the user can modify the selection by means of a simple interface. For example, when 
multiple matches for a particular locality occur, the user can select the most appropriate 
one with computer-mouse clicks. When no match is found, or if none of those found 
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automatically are appropriate, the user can easily retrieve the full list of places for the 
county, or other counties if desired, and then select an appropriate match. This feature is 
helpful for example when there are different versions or spellings of a place name. 
To help illustrate the technique, a figure is included below showing the 4D 
display for one locality, ‘South Manitou Island, South End of Lake Florence.’ It has 
automatically been matched with the GNIS entry for ‘South Manitou Island’ in Leelanau 
County.  The number ‘1’ under ‘Repeats’ indicates that there was only one entry for that 
place name in Leelanau County. Had there been multiple entries, the user would need to 
determine which was the most appropriate one and select it. Lake Florence is included in 
the GNIS, but because the order of the words is reversed, no match was found 
automatically. The user has however recognized that coordinates for Lake Florence 
would be closer to the actual location at which the specimen was described as being 
selected.  The user has therefore searched for and found the relevant entry, ‘Florence 
Lake,’ in the list of places for Leelanau County.  Double-clicking on it will cause that 
entry to be added to the ‘County and Name’ area. By selecting South Manitou Island and 
using the ‘Delete’ button, that entry will be removed. 
In a project in which this technique was used with herbarium specimens, a 92% 
success rate in georeferencing to some level of precision/specificity better than county 
was obtained (Simpson, ms). 
 
 
    Figure: Screenshot showing 4D display for one locality during the manual matching 
process for a group of specimen records. 
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